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0 of 0 review helpful Professor Birdsong Love s Anne Tyler s novels that is why he just finished the Amateur 
Marriage By leonard birdsong I always start out by admitting that I love Anne Tyler s writing I have read at least eight 
of her twenty novels over the last twenty years Among the reasons I have done so is that I am very acquainted with 
Baltimore and the Baltimore area where her works are set She is able to paint From the inimitable Anne Tyler a rich 
and compelling novel about a mismatched marriage mdash and its consequences spanning three generations They 
seemed like the perfect couple mdash young good looking made for each other The moment Pauline a stranger to the 
Polish Eastern Avenue neighborhood of Baltimore though she lived only twenty minutes away walked into his mother 
rsquo s grocery store Michael was smitten And in the heat of World War II fervor th com Anne Tyler s The Amateur 
Marriage is not so much a novel as a really long argument Michael is a good boy from a Polish neighborhood in 
Baltimore Pauline is a harum scarum bright cheeked girl who blows into Michael s family s grocery store at the 
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